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Dave and Carol  Stel ts? 
Incredible 2022 Season

By: Doug Kisam ore
It 's no secret that Dave and Carol Stelts 
are two of the best giant pumpkin 
growers in the world. But in 2022 the 
former WR holders and six-time OVGPG 
weigh-off champions completed an 
incredible season. All eight pumpkins 
they grew made it to the scale. But, even 
more astonishing is that five of their 
pumpkins weighed over 2,000 pounds! 
Dave and Carol finished as the GPC 
runners-up for grower of the year. Their 
top three pumpkins totaled an 
astonishing 6,847 pounds. Bested 
worldwide only by the UK?s Paton Twins; 
Dave and Carol's season is statistically 
the greatest season ever on record in 
North America. They achieved four 1st 
place GPC wins, along with three 
2ndplace GPC finishes. Prior to this 
season Dave estimates that they 
averaged 50% or less of their pumpkins getting to the finish line and said the last 
three or so years he and Carol had been in a real slump. I reached out to Dave to 
find out what changes he may have made to get out of the slump and accomplish 
such a feat. 

When asked what they did different this year than in the past, Dave said they cut 
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out all overhead watering as well as foliar feeding. The only thing the plants 
received from above was rain and his sprayer applied pest and disease control. All 
fertilizers were fed through drip irrigation or granularly. He believes that this, along 
with not burying vines has significantly improved his overall plant health. Pests 

were also better controlled 
this year thanks to a 3-foot 
extension on his sprayer 
wand and Dave believes 
gave him much better 
overall coverage and really 
helped with a June aphid 
infestation. It should be 
noted that when Dave 
sprays, he sprays 
everything (leaves, stalks, 
vines, and fruit), not just 
the leaf canopy. Another 
addition this year was the 
use of plywood 
underneath of the 

pumpkins. Dave thinks this really helped with not splitting pumpkins, adding that 
he thought two or three of this year?s pumpkins may have split if they were had 
been on sand only. The plywood along with mill fabric led to those flat bottoms 
we're all looking for.

A new product Dave believes contributed to success was a slow-release potassium 
broadcasted ahead of his running vines. He believes that Ron Wallace will have it 
available for the 2023 season. Dave said this technique gave him the potassium he 
needed without drastically increasing the salts in his soil. He also added that he 
has used florel the last two seasons and he doesn't know if it has helped.But it 
certainly hasn?t hurt, his seed counts have been good.

Dave did not bury his vines this year and observed an overall increase in plant 
health. Dave has heavy clay soil. And in years past he says his vines would be 
totally rotten by the season?s end. Some wind damage can be expected, but Dave 
believes the reward outweighs the risk.

When it comes to watering Dave waters through drip tape once a day, usually 
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around noon or 1pm. He averages around 60 gallons per day per plant. To help 
with his watering program, Dave uses an Electrical Conductivity (EC) meter. These 
meters are a very hot topic these days and Dave uses a Hanna Instruments 
(Model# HI9813-6). With this meter he can check pH, EC, and total dissolved solids 
(TDS), and temperature. Dave found it difficult to test his water for EC with the way 
his injector and drip set up worked, so he performed a slurry test. About one to 
two hours after 
watering he would dig 
down four to five 
inches underneath a 
drip emitter, take a 
soil sample and make 
a 1:2 ratio slurry of 
the sample to distilled 
water. Dave wants an 
EC value of at least 1.5 
with an absolute max 
of 3. For pH Dave likes 
to be between 6.7 and 
6.9. Elemental sulfur 
is applied in the fall to 
counteract the rise in 
pH from the well 
water and fertilizers the following year.

One thing Dave stressed to me that he learned this year is that "less is more." He 
said they fertilized significantly less this year than in the past. During the last six 
weeks of the season Dave used no fer t i l izer  at all! Calcium nitrate was broadcast 
as well as the slow-release potassium. Dave said he doesn't like to till these in but 
rather to leave them on top of the soil and let them leach down in. Chelated 
calcium was on the menu with boron as a side dish. Epsom salts were also used at 
a low rate. Biologicals used included Companion and Essential.

It all starts with a soil test in the spring. Dave said he doesn't worry too much 
about his base saturation rates, instead he chooses to focus on individual nutrient 
ratios. No tissue tests were done this year. Instead, Dave relied on reading his 
plants and knowing what he needed based on his previous years? experiences. He 
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thinks this led to healthier plants because he probably used less fertilizer than he 
would have if he saw the actual tissue test numbers.

Shade netting is used around (40%) and above (30%) the entire patch. Dave leaves 
his netting up until the last possible minute. It offers him wind and varmint protection, and he 
also said it can help some if frost is expected.

A patch big enough for 8 plants means a lot of weeds and Dave and Carol pull 
them all by hand, it is a constant battle, he says. Any time they are in or out of the 
plant they work the top of the soil to keep weeds away for as long as possible. 
Dave's arch nemesis is chickweed. He says it is particularly bad about holding 
moisture which leads to disease and rotting vines. Dave does not think he does 
any significant damage to his plants root system by getting in there and hand 
weeding. Some glyphosate may be used in areas the plant has not reached yet but 
Dave won't spray it under the existing plant.

So how do two people find the time to provide 8 plants with such a high level of 
care? Dave said that not burying vines saves him a litt le bit of time but other than 
that, there are no shortcuts on the road to success. Being retired helps!

There were rumors floating around this summer about the size of the stumps on 
Dave's plants, when asked how they got so big, Dave responded "not a clue.? To 
provide context of the size of his stumps, he said that the 2164 plant?s stump was 
?as big around as Chuck Greathouse's thigh!? He says he just tries to give the plants 
what they need, and they just go.

For 2023 Dave plans on using larger pieces of plywood (6x6 instead of 4x4) to 
make things easier when he must reposition a pumpkin. He will also use bamboo 
stakes and tie the leaf stalks to them to prevent and correct any wind damage that 
can come with not burying vines. Other changes will include backing off on 
biologicals and eliminating drenches.All fungicides will be sprayed.

Of the seeds from these 8 great pumpkins Dave's top pick is the 1912.5 (1885.5 
Werner x 1686 Stelts). He says the 1885.5 is a racehorse and the 1686 will give it 
some more backbone. If the success of the 2110 Platte is any indication, it will 
certainly be a good one. He also thinks the 2069 will be a great seed for big and 
orange. Looking at the crosses there's probably not a bad choice in the bunch.

Dave's advice to all the new growers out there is to keep it simple. Don't try to do 
too much.The goal is t o have fun!Don't think you have to do every litt le thing that 
you read about online. Go into it slowly, keep your weeds pulled, and have fun!
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2022 Season St elt s' St at s:
- 8 out of 8 pumpkins made it to the scale

-Smallest: 1509 weighed @ Canfield Fair (non GPC), finished 3rd, their lowest placing of the year

-Managed to get to 2 weighoffs in 2 different states on the same day at different times

-Seven GPC 1st place site awards and three 2nd places

-Total weight of all 8 was 16, 140.5 pounds, or an average of 2017.5 pounds each

-Total pounds weighed at GPC sites was 14,631, or an average of 2090 each

-Broke their personal best 4 times during the year

-The top 6 made the top 5 for GPC Grower of the Year totals, winning 2 patches

-1st time in history anyone has gone over 6000 pounds for GOTY twice in a year



L et 's celebr ate!

5:0 0  PM  't i l  M idn i gh t
D ou b leT r ee Boston  N or th  Sh or e

N o h ost  bar

T h em e: Revolu t i on / Colon i al i sm
D o: L ook  l i ke a p atr i ot !

D on 't : B r i n g you r  m u sket !

Friday, M arch 3rd
A   PUM PK IN  REVOLUTION

PA RTY

Join us for ...



The 2023 Int ernat ional Growers Convent ion - Danvers, MA

March 3rd, 4t h and 5t h

GPC special room rate of $149 for a king or 2 full beds 
PLUS  complimentary breakfast!

Use code CDTGC2 when booking.

EARLY BIRD 

REGISTRATION 

DISCOUNTS END 1/27/23!

ACT NOW !!!



M arch 2nd and 3rd   10:00 to Noon

HURRY!

ALMOST ALL

SPOTS 

SOLD OUT!



2022 was a fantastic year for pumpkin growing all around the world. Here is a look at how our 
year went. The Ohio Valley Giant Pumpkin Growers had a great season. For the second straight 
year, we broke the world record top 10 average. Our club continues to get better every year, with 
an amazing group of growers that are dedicated to making our club great. In 2021 we were the 

first club to average over 2000 lbs. for our top ten average at 
2031.9 lbs. and six pumpkins over 2000 lbs. In 2022 we did 
even better, breaking last year 's record at 2042.8 lbs. and five 
pumpkins over 2000 lbs.

First place Andy Wolf with his 2493 lb. beauty grown off his 
own seed. Second place went to the hardest-working couple in 
pumpkin growing, Dave and Carol Stelts. This was their largest 
pumpkin of the 
year and also their 
personal best, 2342 

lbs. More on their year later.  

In third place and breaking the Ohio state record was 
Doug Kisamore with his 2195.5-pounder. In Fourth 
place, the always reliable genetic cross master Quinn 
Werner with a 2168.5 personal best. And rounding 
out the top 5 was a newcomer and first-year grower 
Lance Croyle at 2063 lbs. And he also weighed in a 
2061 lb. pumpkin at the Pennsylvania weigh-off, 
great job Lance.

Sixth through tenth place went to Glenna Rea with a 
really beautiful Howard Dill winner that weighed in at 
1977.5 lbs., Bill Neptune at 1837.5 lbs., Nic Welty at 1822.5 lbs., Jerry and jerry Rose the 3rd at 
1821.5 lbs., and John Kaminski at 1707 lbs.

The growers at Ohio Valley are true friends who help each 
other often to help maximize their growing season. I feel 
because of this camaraderie Ohio Valley has a very bright 
future, with many new growers eager to break into the top 
ten.

Dave and Carol Stelts had an amazing year in 2022, getting all 
eight of their pumpkins to the scale. They had four first-place 
finishes, three second-place, and one third-place finish. They 
had an incredible five pumpkins over 2000 lbs. Congrats to 
Dave and Carol.

Pumpk in Power house!
By: Chuck  Gr eathouse



We have a great location at Parks Garden Center and a great group of directors to keep things 
running smoothly. I can?t wait to see what 2023 has in store for us. Congratulations to anyone 
who got a pumpkin to the scale in 2022. This labor of love is truly hard work and every one who 
grows should be commended. If anyone would like to attend a great weigh-off in 2023, we would 
love to have you. Good luck to everyone in 2023 grow ?em big.

Pumpk in Power house...Cont .









If I were to ask you what variables there are when starting plants you might say, soil, fertilizers, water, which 
are all valid. However, one of the biggest variables worldwide is lighting. Over the years people have used 
fluorescents, High pressure sodium, metal halide, store bought incandescent, and LED grow lights.. The 
good news for most of us, unlike animals, plants don't have a choice in where they have been placed so 
they are highly adaptable.

Background inform at ion

My background has always been agriculture education. I taught several years of high school horticulture 
before moving onto teaching college horticulture for the past 12 years. This in turn has allowed me to play 
with a plethora of different grow lights over the years. It really has been fun watching the technology evolve. 
About 8 years ago I proposed a math question to my students on electricity of our high pressure sodium 
(HPS) lights. We had a lot of HPS at the time and I will spare you this story, but it resulted in our first led 
light purchase.

Modern day

Fast forward to the modern day and what 
resulted from the experiment was a great deal 
of learning and change. LED;s that were once a 
thing of question are now very accepted and 
widely used technology. The technology from 
even 5 years ago is now almost obsolete given 
the energy efficiency, wavelengths, and cont rol 
we now have. So let 's dive int o t he ever  
changing wor ld of  LED grow  l ight s.

Not  all LEDs are creat ed equal

That 's right, I said it! What is even crazier is one 
would think a thousand watt grow light 
obviously is better and puts out more light than 
a 600 or 300 watt right? Wrong, but the LED 

grow lights are still fairly new and the way they are measured is getting better. However, just because your 
grow light says 1000 watts doesn't mean it is putting out 1000 watts of plant producing power. LEDs are 
great but what makes them great are the circuits and drivers. All these tiny litt le LED diodes are controlled 
by drivers. These drivers are the computer telling the diode to emit what it wants. To complicate things even 
more, there is wattage at the plug in, wattage at the light, max wattage of the diodes, and wattage of actual 
light output. Depending upon how the manufacturers market their lights it couldn't be further from what 
we actually think we are getting. Another crucial part is the actual diode itself. There is quite the variety in 
quality of how diodes are built and solder together. One bad diode and it sticks out like a sore thumb. So 
how does a consumer know what makes a quality LED or what to purchase?

Using   t echnol ogy   t o   catapul t    your    pl ant s:
The   vast ly  changing   wor l d   of    l ed   t echnol ogy

By: Tr av is   Gienger
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Int ensit y, wavelengt h, durabil i t y, energy ef f iciency, m anufact urer

Intensity is measured in photosynthetic photon flux density or PPFD. Simply put you may understand the 
word lumens which is light output. With LED grow light most people understand the term PAR which stands 
for Photosynthetic Active Radiation. The par rating over an amount of time is PPF. I?ll save you all the hours of 
technicality and questions and tell you this: There are apps you can get on your phone that measure PAR or a 
simple light meter. If you are in the range of 400 to 800 for the first two weeks you should be okay. You start 
going to highly intense light at 1000 plus you may be hurting your plants more than helping, or need C02. 
What is cool about some of the new lights is the intensity is fully adjustable from 0 to 100%.

Wavelengt hs

Often times you see the really cool purple glow coming from an LED grow light, which is the wavelength. They 
vary from blue, yellow, red etc. This is where LEDs shine (no pun intended). We now have at our hands the 
perfect wavelengths for plants to balance leaf size, stockiness, and elongation. We are looking for a good 
vegetative light which should include some blues and reds. 
UV is still up in the air currently but for most growers your 
plants will be getting UV within a couple weeks when in the 
garden anyways.

Durabil i t y

What is really neat about LE?s is their durability and longevity. 
Most can easily go 50,000 plus hours with no problems. The 
one killer to LEDs however is sulfur, so don't go spraying your 
lights with fertilizers too much as it can affect the diodes. As 
for what to look for in a long lasting light. The light should be 
protected and actually have some weight to it if built well. 
Full waterproofing is available in certain lights however the 
intensity is usually decreased because the light is spread out. 
However, there is a brand new technology coming out that 
will allow waterproof ability without sacrificing light or 
additional heat buildup. For most growers using it only 
indoors your light will be just fine. LED?s also work great at a 
variety of different temperatures, although we shouldn?t be 
running our plants that cold for obvious reasons.

Energy ef f iciency

This is measured in micromole per joule or umol/ j. Modern lights are usually 2.0 plus and this number is 
improving daily. Not to say a grower running for two weeks wouldn't benefit from a quality light at 1.5, 
however, it is important to realize where the inefficiency goes. The extra energy usually equals heat loss. If 
you are using it in a small space or hoop house this may produce too much heat and become hot to the 
touch. The larger scale commercial growers benefit the most from energy efficiency at 3.0 plus. LEDs are not 
100% efficient like most think; typically 80 percent of their energy is transferred into light. With that amount of 
light output to electricity coupled with the proper wavelength, you are most certainly boosting your plants 
growth.
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Manufact urers

There are several different manufacturers of grow lights. Some being large LED lighting companies that then 
created a grow light. Other manufactures had a vested interest in plants and then used their technology to 
start manufacturing grow lights. Either way, there are several manufacturers that produce a wide variety of 
lights and often times a 300 watt commercial grow light will be leaps and bounds ahead of what you are 
used to. The age old saying, ?You get what you pay for,? still holds true with LED?s. This year I set out on a 
quest to do some homework on different manufacturers. I wanted to find the best possible light to grow my 
pumpkins. This year I will be using and testing a variety of ChilLED grow lights. They are locally made in 
Washington. ChilLED grow lights have quite the output and following. Their drivers are separate from their 
lights so I think this can be a big benefit in small spaces. It will allow me to easily hang them inside my small 
hoop houses.

How t o use LED t echnology t o your  advant age?

If we were to look into gardens worldwide about 4 or even 5 years ago, chances are we wouldn't see the 
purple glows at night from any grow lights once in the garden. Fast forward to the modern day and I firmly 
believe you are behind the curve if you are not transferring the grow lights to your outdoor environments 
early on. If you get a week of clouds you will outperform a grower without a backup source. It is important to 
note that I would recommend a light that allows natural sunlight to pass through, not a solid light.

Running the lights is another important conversation for timing. I tend to think of our end game which is 
using natural light, therefore I run 16 to 18 hours. 24 hour lighting can work but again we want to get to our 
eventual daylight hours. I feel plants naturally benefit from a recovery period as they work so hard during 
the day.

Another cool feature of some LEDs is the ability to control the lighting intensities throughout the day. 
Meaning we can slowly wake our plants up and slowly put them to bed adjusting our light intensity. This is 

called, ?emersion effect?, and if used 
properly you can make a pretty smooth 
transition from inside to outside and day to 
day.

One thing is for sure: the LED grow lights are 
changing the way we can grow plants for the 
better. I know when it comes to an early 
start, I want the absolute best possible light 
shining bright on my prized plants. After all, 
weigh offs can be won and lost by a few 
pounds. Many growers are now involved 
with indoor winter grow contest and lighting 
is three quarters of the battle. Use this 
technology to your advantage, you won?t 
regret what a quality light does for you. Feel 
free and don?t hesitate to reach out with any 
questions. Best of luck this year to everyone!
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NYBG

New York Botanical Gardens
2900 Southern Blvd.

Bronx, New York 10458

www.nybg.org

Suppor t  our  Sponsor s

250 acres t o explore: Enjoy seasonal highlights among 

our outdoor collections and trails. The Garden is open 

rain or shine. Dress for the weather and wear 

comfortable attire for exploration.



Happy winter, growers! I hope you 
are resting up after last year 's 
marathon season and getting plans 
in place for 2023. One of the best 
ways to prepare yourself for the 
coming year is to attend the GPC 
International Growers Convention in 
Danvers, Mass. There's nothing 
more motivating for me than to be 
in a room full of the best growers in 
the world, sharing their insights, and 
collecting their prizes and accolades! 
I can't tell you how jacked up I am to 
finally get the coveted Green Jacket 
and massive squash trophy! Join me, 
and the rest of the GPC committee 
in honoring the best of the best for 

2021 and 2022. Time is running out on the early bird discounts, so 
please sign up TODAY!  See you in Danvers! 

Cindy 

 Cont act  Your  GPC  
Represent at ives:

Submit  ar t icl es  t o  t he  
GPC  Common  Gr ound!

Thank you for reading Edition 16 of The GPC Common Ground!   It is 
my hope to publish a newsletter that reflects the interests of giant 
fruit and vegetable growers as well as provide educational content, 
grower features, event recaps, club spotlights, and regional 
highlights. 

It is the intent of the GPC board to provide this newsletter to 
growers worldwide as a means to exchange information, grow 
community, and advance the weights of giant produce. 

Article submissions are welcome! GPC Common Ground will be by 
growers, for growers.  It  is easiest  for  m e if  ar t icles are sent  in a 
plain t ext  em ail, or  a Word docum ent  w it h phot os in jpg form at . 
Edit ing pdf  f i les is dif f icult  and t im e consum ing, and som et im es 
im possible.

GPC Common Ground will be published four times per year and 
sent via email to subscribers. To subscribe, visit with GPC website: 
www.gpc1.org/newsletter. Archived newsletters will be posted on 
the GPC website.

Please direct feedback, photos, inquiries and article submissions to:

Cindy Tobeck :  cindy@gpc1.org
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The South 

  

Tom Rovenstine
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Fred Ansems
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Eastern Canada

Cindy Tobeck
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